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Synonym:

A word that 

has the same or

nearly the same

meaning as 

another word
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o you feel tired
Or beat

Or exhausted



from making the cake 
that you’ve baked
and you’ve frosted?



Because there are 
synonyms,

you get to choose



from a whole list of possiblewords you can use.



They’re words that are

practically, nearly
the same,



like,
gentle,

subdued,
Or incredibly

tame.



Synonyms
help us be 
less repetitious



between blue plates or dishes.

by letting us choose



Celestial bodies
are often called stars.



Street
s can be avenues.

Autos ar e car s.



Synonyms
help us to be 
more exact,



as in, Our fridge was raided

or stormed
or attacked.



They give us 
more options
and make things 
precise,



like, nippy
Or freezing

Or Chilly as ice.



and
pitch
and
throw,

They’re words

like, toss



comprehend
and grasp
and know.



Yell and holler.

Jump
and 
leap.

Fly and soar,

and doze and sleep.



Richness and depth
are what synonyms raise

when they’re used in 
a paragraph, Sentence, or phrase.



A lovely
and pretty

and beautiful city.



A cat
Or a feline
Could be called a kitty. 



They let us pick
showering,
raining, or 
pouring.



Without them,
Our language would

surely be boring!



You can choose between 

grateful thankful,
beholden

or



for the sneakers
Or tennis shoes,

yellow or golden.



on’t you agree 
that it’s pretty appealing,

we have all these choices
to say how we’re feeling?



Because you know
just what 
a synonym is!

So now you’re a master !

A whiz!
An expert!



So, what is a synonym? 
o you know?
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